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By Louise Millar

Pan Macmillan. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Hidden Girl (Main market ed.),
Louise Millar, One cold March morning, a removal van arrives at Tornley Hall in Suffolk. Will and
Hannah Riley have been waiting a long time to adopt, and Hannah is obsessed that this new
'dream' family home in Tornley, will improve their chances with social services. She has given up
her career at a human rights organisation, and persuaded a reluctant Will to give up their flat in
London. Yet as Will starts to commute back to work, heavy snow arrives. Hannah finds herself cut
off from the world in this tiny, isolated hamlet. As she paints over the cracks in the abandoned old
house, trying to ignore its reflection of the recent change in her once-happy marriage to Will, the
house starts to reveal unexpected secrets to her. Rooms are locked. Intruders break in. There are
strange noises and shadows at night. When Hannah witnesses an assault on a vulnerable woman in
a neighbouring field, she starts to realise that everything in Tornley is also not what it seems. She
has to make a choice. Tell the police, and risk her social worker becoming suspicious...
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ReviewsReviews

It in one of my personal favorite publication. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. Its been printed in an extremely basic
way in fact it is just after i finished reading through this ebook by which basically transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Da vid Weber-- Da vid Weber

This publication is wonderful. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to study once more once more down the road. I am easily
could get a enjoyment of studying a written book.
-- Moz elle Ha lvor son-- Moz elle Ha lvor son
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